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1. Introduction 
According to [1], competition among manufacturing enterprises is fought between supply 
chains (SC). In this scenario, competitiveness becomes something holistic [2], as the 
satisfaction of the end customer is determined by the effectiveness and efficiency of the SC 
as a whole [3]. This goal of ‘operating as a whole’ is the result of the degree of interaction 
between the SC partners, which in turn depends on the type of business models used by 
them [4], i.e. engineer-to-order (ETO), make-to-order (MTO), assembly-to-order (ATO), 
make-to-stock (MTS), etc. According to [5] and [6], a poor SC performance can be attributed 
to a mismatch between the intended market and the business model used to address it. As 
the market changes from being sales-oriented to being market-oriented [7], an adequate 
response requires shifting between business models [8]. This last is not a trivial task in real-
life as it requires each SC partner to realign their SC structural elements [9], from the 
strategic level of customer and supply issues to the operational level of process and 
equipment issues [10]. The reason behind this requirement is that decisions taken at the 
strategic level have a deep impact at the operational level [11], and the correct management 
of the operational level has a big impact on the efficiency of the strategic level [12], so even 
though strategic issues are important to achieve responsiveness to market changes, they are 
not sufficient without achieving responsiveness at the operational level [13].  
In this paper we understand the strategic and operational levels of a manufacturing 
organization, in terms of the CPPR framework proposed by [14]: the strategic level of a 
manufacturing enterprise corresponds to the customer level of the CPPR framework, while 
the operational level corresponds to the process level of the CPPR framework.   
1.1 Alignment relationships of the strategic - operational levels 
According to the definition provided by [14], SC structural elements are the customer, 
product, process, and resource attributes of a manufacturing organization that allows its 
representation from a SC standpoint. Table 1 shows the set of SC structural elements and 
their configuration variables: a manufacturing organization is said to be ‘aligned’ when 
most of its configuration attributes fall under the same column (in this paper we use the 
term ‘alignment’ in the same sense). When these SC structural elements are analyzed from 
the standpoint of the ‘what’, ‘when’ and ‘how much’ of customer service [15], the following 
alignment relationships are found: 
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• The consumer’s behavior (demand uncertainty) impacts the planning horizon of the 
market opportunity. In this way, demand uncertainty determines the level of customer 
feedback provided by the business model, i.e. as the demand becomes more 
unpredictable, no planning ahead of time can not take place and there is the need to 
wait for customer info.  
• The business model establishes the Organization’s approach to the identified market 
opportunity, understood in terms of order winners/qualifiers. In this way, the business 
model relies on the process environment, i.e. a make-to-stock (MTS) business model 
that requires having always ready-to-sell finished goods, must be supported by a mass 
production environment that produces high volumes of short-lead time products.  
• The market opportunity is translated into a specific product. The capability of the 
Organization to manufacture different varieties of products depends in great deal on 
how much standardized the products’ BOM structures are (as they allow the use of 
postponement and/or modularization approaches). In this way, product 
standardization allows the achievement of the order winners/qualifiers, i.e. the order 
winners/qualifiers delivery, cost, and quality are achievable when the product is of 
simple assembly. 
• The process required to produce a product have time components that are greatly 
influenced by product’s features (operations complexity, i.e. level of standardization) 
and process’ capabilities (operations uncertainties, i.e. production volumes). In this 
way, the process environment is conditioned by the product standardization, i.e. a 
product with high levels of standardization (and simple to produce) allows high levels 
of production volumes. 
It must be noted that there are four recurrent elements present in these alignment 
conditions: demand uncertainty, business model, product standardization, and process 
environment flexibility. In the next section we use these four elements to derive an 
analytical expression of the impact the strategic - operational levels alignment has on the 
performance of the manufacturing organization. Section 3 illustrates the usefulness of the 
analytical expression via the development of a simulation model, section 4 shows the 
sensitivity analysis performed over the proposed simulation model, and section 5 closes 
with the conclusions and future research. 
2. Analytical expression of the demand fulfillment capability 
According to [16] and [17], metrics used to measure the performance of the SC can be 
classified as strategic, tactical, and operational, where the performance of a SC partner can 
be expressed in terms such as customer satisfaction, product quality, speed in completing 
manufacturing orders, productivity, diversity of product line, flexibility in manufacturing 
new products, etc [18]. In this paper we use demand fulfillment - understood as the 
achievement of the demanded volume - as it relates to the four recurrent elements present in 
the alignment conditions of the previous section:   
• Demand uncertainty (U); according to [19], when demand uncertainty is low, a make-
to-stock (MTS) business model is recommended. When demand uncertainty is high, a 
make-to-order (MTO) business model is recommended. 
• Business model (BM); according to [20], in a MTS business model production planning is 
made based on a forecast (rather than actual orders), allowing to produce ahead of time, 
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keep a stock, and ship upon receipt of orders. According to [21], when using this business 
model, an inventory-oriented level strategy should be used, where a steady production is 
maintained and finished goods inventory is used to absorb ongoing differences between 
output and sales. In the case of the case of the MTO business model, according to [20], 
production planning is made on actual orders (rather than on forecast), allowing to 
eliminate finished goods inventories. When using this business model, a capacity-oriented 
chase strategy should be used [21], where the expected demand is tracked and the 
corresponding capacity is computed, raising it or lowering it accordingly. 
• Process environment flexibility (F); according to [19], when following a level strategy, a 
rigid continuous production line should be used. When following a chase strategy, a 
flexible job shop should be used. 
• Product standardization (S); according to [22], a continuous production line uses 
special-purpose equipment - grouped around the product - to profitably manufacture 
high-volumes of standardized products. In the case of the of the job shop, it uses 
general-purpose equipment - grouped around the process – to profitably manufacture 
low-volumes of customized products. 
As we can see in Figure 1, there is trade-off between the inventory-oriented and capacity-
oriented strategies (or demand fulfillment strategies): the contribution increase/decrease of 
one implies the contribution decrease/increase of the other. This can be express in an 
analytical way:  
• When uncertainty U is low (0), business model BM is MTS (0), standardization S is high 
(1), and flexibility F is low (0), demand is fulfilled 100% from inventory, Equation (1):  
 Inventory contribution to demand fulfillment = D * (1-U) * (1-BM) * S * (1-F)  (1) 
• When uncertainty U is high (1), business model BM is MTO (1), standardization S is low 
(0), and flexibility F is high (1), demand is fulfilled 100% from capacity, Equation (2): 
 Capacity contribution to demand fulfillment = D * U * BM *(1- S) * F (2) 
 
Inventory-oriented 
strategy 
Capacity-oriented 
strategy 
BM = 0 
U = 0 
S = 1 
F = 0 
BM = 1 
U = 1 
S = 0 
F = 1 
 
Fig. 1. Demand fulfillment relationships 
In this way, demand fulfillment would be sum of the contributions made by the inventory-
oriented and capacity-oriented strategies: for a totally aligned scenario (left or right sides of 
Figure 1), demand will be fulfilled by a 100% inventory-oriented or 100% capacity-oriented 
strategy; for a misaligned scenario, demand will be fulfilled by a combination of both 
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strategies. Table 3 presents all the different combinations of limit conditions (that is, the 0’s 
or 1’s in Table 2), for a demand level of 100 units. As we can see, Equation (1) and (2) 
represent accurately the trade-off between the demand fulfillment strategies. Note: when the 
demand fulfillment equals to zero it means that even though some level of production takes 
place, the achieved demand volume is really low - when compared to the demanded 
volume - that it can be considered to be zero.  For example, if demand equals to 100 units, 
there is high uncertainty in the demand (U = 1), the business model used is MTO (BM = 1), 
the product is totally standardized (S = 1), and it uses a functional job shop (F = 1). Here the 
high uncertainty of the demand requires waiting for customer feedback (provided by the 
MTO business model). However, the totally standardized product is characterized by using 
simple manufacturing and/or assembly operations (that take a really short time). In this 
case, the functional job shop used would affect the fulfillment of the 100 units, by presenting 
two obstacles to the flow of the process: 1) the set up times proper of the universal 
equipment used (very long compared to the production run), and 2) the moving time from 
one operation to the next (as all the equipment is grouped based on their functionality). In 
this way, the analytical expression of the alignment impact can not be taken as an estimator 
of the final values of the fulfilled demand, but instead, as an indicator of the capability of the 
manufacturing organization to achieve the demanded volume (or demand fulfillment 
capability indicator): the closer this indicator is to the demand volume, the more feasible it 
will be for the manufacturing organization to achieve the demanded volume.  
Before proceeding to the next section, it must be noted that the customer service and the 
demand fulfillment relationships (presented in the previous sections), are well-known facts - 
by production managers and industrial engineers - that have been reported previously in 
the literature. What we consider to be an original contribution of this paper is taking these 
well-known facts of production engineering, and putting them in the form of the demand 
fulfillment capability indicator, an analytical expression that relates the degree of alignment 
(between the structural and operational levels) with demand fulfillment. Two similar 
demand fulfillment equations are presented in [23], but they only consider the uncertainty 
and business model configuration attributes. In our proposal, we extend that work by 
including the standardization and flexibility configuration attributes. Next section present 
the practical applications (and therefore its usefulness) of the derived analytical expression. 
 
 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
Uncertainty 
Low, std = 0% 
of demand 
Low-medium, 
std = 7.5% of 
demand 
Medium, std = 
15% of demand
Medium-high, 
std = 22.5% of 
demand 
High, std 
= 30% of 
demand 
Business model MTS MTS-ATO ATO ATO-MTO MTO 
Standardization 
Customer’s 
specs 
Own catalog, 
non-standard 
options 
Own catalog, 
with standard 
options 
Standard with 
options 
Standard, 
no options 
Flexibility 
Mass assembly 
line 
Repetitive U 
line 
Batch U line Batch cellular 
Functional 
job shop 
Table 2. Numeric values of the recurrent elements 
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 Demand fulfillment strategy 
    100% 
inventory-
-oriented 
        100% 
Capacity- 
-oriented 
   
D 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
U 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
BM 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
S 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
F 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Equation (1) result 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Equation (2) result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
Table 3. Results for different combinations of limit conditions 
3. Practical application of the demand fulfillment capability indicator 
Reference [24] presents the case of Company ABC, a furniture company experiencing 
unforeseen problems due to the implementation of company-wide policies that put into 
conflicts the alignment relationships (between the strategic and operational levels) 
mentioned in section 1.1. The impact these policies have on Company ABC’s performance, 
can be evaluated by using Equation (1) and (2) and the following values (from Table 2): 
• U = 0.25, for a somewhat predictable market demand. 
• BM = 0.5, for having products stocked in a ready-to-assemble condition. 
• S = 0.25, for the offered own catalog – no standards options. 
• F = 0.75, for the use of manufacturing cells. 
In this way, for a demand level of 100 units, the demand fulfillment feasibility indicator 
shows a total value of 9.37 (meaning that Company ABC has a really hard time trying to 
achieve the demanded volume of 100 units): 
 
Inventory contribution = 100 * (1-0.25) * (1-0.5) * 0.25 * (1-0.75)         =  2.34 
Capacity contribution = 100 * 0.25 * 0.5 *(1- 0.25) * 0.75…………… =  7.03 
Total = 9.37 
At this point, Company ABC needs to explore the possibility of making some adjustments to 
their policies, by migrating from their current alignment conditions to new ones. This 
migration process implies either increasing or decreasing some of the business model, 
standardization, and/or flexibility values. Examples of such migration process can be found 
in [14]. The question becomes then which values to increase/decrease and in what amount. 
An alternative that Company ABC has to answer these questions is the development of a 
simulation model that guides its search for more advantageous alignment conditions. Some 
important business applications of simulation within SC scenarios are: 
• A simulation model is generally accepted as a valuable aid for gaining insights into and 
making decisions about the manufacturing system [25].  
• A simulation model provides a mean to evaluate the impact of policy changes and to 
answer ‘what if?’and ‘what’s best?’ questions [26]. 
• A simulation model is useful for performance prediction [27] and for representing time 
varying behaviors [28]. 
• A simulation model is maybe the only approach for analyzing the complex and 
comprehensive strategic level issues that need to consider the tactical and operational 
levels [29]. 
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For this reason, and in order to show the practical use of our research contribution, 
Equations (1) and (2), in this paper we proceed in the following way:   
• Develop of a simulation model of an automotive SC partner; following a similar 
approach to the one presented by [30], where a discrete event simulation model (of a 
SC) is implemented and an application example is proposed for a better understanding 
of the simulation model potential. The reason for choosing the case of an automotive SC 
partner obeys to the following reason: [31] presents a SC modeling methodology and 
uses the automotive SC in order to exemplify it. It must be noted that point 3 of the 
modeling methodology presented in [31] assumes that the demand fulfillment 
capability, of the partners within the automotive SC, depends only on the business 
model used. This is where we consider our research contribution can complement the 
modeling methodology presented in [31], by adding the uncertainty, standardization, 
and flexibility elements (Equations 1 and 2). 
• Use of system dynamics (SD) as the simulation paradigm; following a similar approach 
to the one presented by [32], where a SD is employed to analyze the behavior and 
operation of a hybrid push/pull CONWIP-controlled lamp manufacturing SC. SD is 
one of the four simulation types mentioned by [33], and it is a system thinking 
approach that is not data driven, and that focuses on how the structure of a system and 
the taken policies affect its behavior [34]. According to [32], SD can be applied from 
macro perspective modeling (SC system) to micro perspective modeling (production 
floor system), and when applied to SC systems, it allows the analysis and decision on 
an aggregate level (which is more appropriate for supporting management decision-
making, than conventional quantitative simulation). 
Within this context, we use Equations (1) and (2) to develop an SD simulation model and 
use the situation of the automotive SC partner as an application example. In the case the 
simulation model is used as a decision making tool, then a Design of Experiment (DOE) or 
an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) needs to be perform on the statistical analysis of the 
output, as the result of the decision making process depends on how experiments are 
planned and how experiments results are analyzed.  
3.1 Simulation model of an automotive SC partner 
Based on Equations (1) and (2), an SD simulation model was built using the simulation 
software [35]. The SD simulation model was verified and validated following a similar 
approach to the one in [36]: it was presented to experienced professionals in the area of 
simulation model building, and the simulation model output was examined for 
reasonableness under a variety of settings of input parameters. The SD simulation model 
developed for a partner of the automotive SC is presented in Figure 2. This model complies 
with the analytical model presented by [31]:  
1. The SC has several independent partners. 
2. There is no global coordinator to make decisions at all levels, decisions are made locally 
and decentralized. 
3. The partners have only two kinds of inputs and outputs, material and information 
flows. Material and information flows are described using inventory level and order 
backlog equations. 
4. Each partner operates as a pull system (driven by orders between the partners involved 
in the SC) that processes or satisfies orders only when it has a backlog or orders to be 
processed. 
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5. Each partner can handle one product family (i.e. wipers) or one a single product (i.e. a 
specific type of wiper). For SC of the automotive industry, modeling partners that are 
able only to handle one product represents a sufficient and realistic requirement. 
 
 
Fig. 2. SD simulation model of an automotive supply chain partner, as proposed by [31] 
The performance criteria considered is demand fulfillment (in the form of the accumulated 
total backlog at the end of planning period T). The most important assumptions made in the 
simulation model are the following: 
• Total backlog i is the difference between Demand i and Supply i, during period i of the 
planning period T. 
• Demand i varies according to a normal distribution, with a mean of 100 units and a 
standard deviation of Uncertainty. The normal distribution is used to represent a 
symmetrically variation above and below a mean value [37].  
• Uncertainty  ranges from 0 units (low) to 30 units (high). 
• Supply i is equal to supply i OUT. 
• Supply i OUT is equal to Supply i IN after a delay of lead time i. 
• Lead time i varies according to a uniform distribution and is given in weeks. The uniform 
distribution is used to represent the ‘worst case’ result of variances in the lead time [37].  
• Supply i IN is the sum of the contribution made by Inventory i and Capacity i. This is done 
with the intention to reflect the different demand fulfillment strategies, i.e. level 
strategy (inventory-oriented) for MTS environments and chase strategy (capacity-
oriented) for MTO environments. 
• Business model ranges from 0 (MTS environment) to 1 (MTO environment). 
• Standardization ranges from 0 (low) to high (1). 
• Flexibility ranges from 0 (low) to high (1). 
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• Inventory i is equal to Equation (1): 
Demand * (1- Uncertainty) * (1- Business model) * Standardization * (1- Flexibility) 
• Capacity Pi is equal to Equation (2): 
Demand * Uncertainty * Business model * (1- Standardization) * Flexibility 
Figure 3 shows the analysis of a partner of the automotive supply chain. Stock elements were 
used to represent the Backlog Pi, due to its accumulating nature, while Conveyor elements were 
used to represent the delay of lead time units for fulfilling the order, due to its transit time 
feature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= Supply OUT = 100 + Normal (0, uncertainty) 
= Demand - Supply 
= Inventory + Capacity Transit time = Lead time 
= Demand*(Uncertainty/30)*Business model*(1-Standardization)*Flexibility 
= Demand* (1- Uncertainty/30 )*(1-Business model)*Standardization*(1-Flexibility)  
Fig. 3. Explanation of the elements of the SD simulation model 
4. Sensitivity analysis  
In order to study the effect of varying the level of demand uncertainty and lead time 
variation, 1875 different scenarios were tested: 
• Uncertainty levels of 0, 7.5, 15, 22.5, and 30. As it was stated previously, these values 
represent the standard deviation (given in units) of the normal distribution used to 
represent the demand variation. 
• Business model, Standardization, and Flexibility levels of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. 
• Lead time levels of Uniform (1, 1), Uniform (1, 3), and Uniform (1, 5). In a uniform 
distribution, values spread uniformly between a minimum and a maximum value. In this 
way, Uniform (1,1) represent a low lead time variation (no variation), Uniform (1,3) 
represent medium lead time variation (values spread between 1 and 3 weeks), and 
Uniform (1,5) represent a high lead time variation (values spread between 1 and 5 weeks). 
For a planning period T = 100 and thirty replications per scenario, confidence intervals of 
95% level were constructed and reported in Tables 4, 5, and 6, which summarize the 
behavior of the total backlog values as standardization, flexibility, and business model 
increases from 0 to 1, uncertainty increases from 0 to 30, and lead time increases from low - 
Uniform (1, 1) - to high - Uniform (1, 5).  
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0.25 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 9379.4 9537.23 9681.83 9850.47 9949.47 8760.77 9070.63 9379.77 9688.23 9949.5 8140.87 8605.67 9069.43 9533
0.5 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8762.03 9070.7 9379.4 9681.83 9949.47 7523.13 8141.53 8760.77 9379.77 9949.5 6283.7 7212.03 8410.87 9069
0.75 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8142 8605.9 9070.7 9537.23 9949.47 6285.57 7213.3 8141.53 9070.63 9949.5 4426.9 5820.03 7212.03 8605
1 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 7523.83 8142 8762.03 9379.4 9949.47 5047.6 6283.57 7523.13 8760.77 9949.5 2568.77 4426.9 6283.7 8140. 
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  5.22 = u 51 = u 5.7 = u 0 = u
s s s s s 
bm f 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 
0 10000 7560.83 5121.67 2682.5 243.33 9949.47 8167.73 6338.07 4507.9 2677.33 9949.5 8777.4 7557.1 6336.83 5116.27 9948.47 9387.17 8776.23 81
0.25 10000 8243.8 6390.03 4536.27 2682.5 9949.47 8625.1 7253 5880.4 4507.9 9949.5 9083 8166.87 7251.63 6336.83 9948.47 9539.53 9081.37 8624
0.5 10000 8829.2 7560.83 6390.03 5121.67 9949.47 9083.23 8167.73 7253 6338.07 9949.5 9387.7 8777.4 8166.87 7557.1 9948.47 9691.93 9387.17 908
0.75 10000 9414.6 8829.2 8243.8 7560.83 9949.47 9543.17 9083.23 8625.1 8167.73 9949.5 9691.87 9387.7 9083 8777.4 9948.47 9846.37 9691.93 9539
0 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9948.47 9948.47 9948.47 99
0 10000 8243.8 6390.03 4536.27 2682.5 9949.47 8625.1 7253 5880.4 4507.9 9949.5 9083 8166.87 7251.63 6336.83 9948.47 9539.53 9081.37 8624
0.25 10000 8634.07 7268.13 5902.2 4536.27 9851.9 8853.97 7863.63 6871.97 5880.4 9691.87 9083 8472.1 7861.5 7251.63 9539.53 9311.3 9081.37 8852
0.5 10000 9121.9 8243.8 7268.13 6390.03 9685.57 9083.23 8473.6 7863.63 7253 9387.7 9083 8777.4 8472.1 8166.87 9081.37 9081.37 9081.37 9081
0.75 10000 9609.73 9121.9 8634.07 8243.8 9543.17 9311.17 9083.23 8853.97 8625.1 9083 9083 9083 9083 9083 8624.17 8852.13 9081.37 9
0.25 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 9387.47 9543.17 9685.57 9851.9 9949.47 8777.4 9083 9387.7 9691.87 9949.5 8165.57 8624.17 9081.37 95
0 10000 8829.2 7560.83 6390.03 5121.67 9949.47 9083.23 8167.73 7253 6338.07 9949.5 9387.7 8777.4 8166.87 7557.1 9948.47 9691.93 9387.17 908
0.25 10000 9121.9 8243.8 7268.13 6390.03 9685.57 9083.23 8473.6 7863.63 7253 9387.7 9083 8777.4 8472.1 8166.87 9081.37 9081.37 9081.37 9081
0.5 10000 9414.6 8829.2 8243.8 7560.83 9387.47 9083.23 8778.9 8473.6 8167.73 8777.4 8777.4 8777.4 8777.4 8777.4 8165.57 8470.87 8776.23 908
0.75 10000 9707.3 9414.6 9121.9 8829.2 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 8166.87 8472.1 8777.4 9083 9387.7 7249.67 7861.33 8470.87 9081
0.5 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8778.9 9083.23 9387.47 9685.57 9949.47 7557.1 8166.87 8777.4 9387.7 9949.5 6333.97 7249.67 8165.57 90
0 10000 9414.6 8829.2 8243.8 7560.83 9949.47 9543.17 9083.23 8625.1 8167.73 9949.5 9691.87 9387.7 9083 8777.4 9948.47 9846.37 9691.93 95
0.25 10000 9609.73 9121.9 8634.07 8243.8 9543.17 9311.17 9083.23 8853.97 8625.1 9083 9083 9083 9083 9083 8624.17 8852.13 9081.37 9
0.5 10000 9707.3 9414.6 9121.9 8829.2 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 9083.23 8166.87 8472.1 8777.4 9083 9387.7 7249.67 7861.33 8470.87 9081
0.75 10000 9902.43 9707.3 9609.73 9414.6 8625.1 8853.97 9083.23 9311.17 9543.17 7251.63 7861.5 8472.1 9083 9691.87 5876.73 6868.03 7861.33 8852
0.75 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8167.73 8625.1 9083.23 9543.17 9949.47 6336.83 7251.63 8166.87 9083 9949.5 4502.77 5876.73 7249.67 86
0 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9949.5 9948.47 9948.47 9948.47 99
0.25 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 9387.47 9543.17 9685.57 9851.9 9949.47 8777.4 9083 9387.87 9691.87 9949.5 8165.57 8624.17 9081.37 95
0.5 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8778.9 9083.23 9387.47 9685.57 9949.47 7557.1 8166.87 8777.4 9387.7 9949.5 6333.97 7249.67 8165.57 90
0.75 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 8167.73 8625.1 9083.23 9543.17 9949.47 6336.83 7251.63 8166.87 9083 9949.5 4502.77 5876.73 7249.67 86
1 
1 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 7558.37 8167.73 8778.9 9387.47 9949.47 5116.27 6336.83 7557.1 8777.4 9949.5 2670.17 4502.77 6333.97 81
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  22 = u 51 = u 5.7 = u 0 = u
  s s s s s 
bm f 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.7
0 10000.00 7587.50 5175.00 2762.50 350.00 9949.47 8187.00 6377.30 4567.03 2756.30 9949.50 8790.13 7583.03 6375.87 5168.50 9948.47 9393.27 8788.
0.25 10000.00 8263.00 6429.50 4596.00 2762.50 9949.47 8639.47 7282.30 5924.60 4567.03 9949.50 9092.40 8186.13 7280.77 6375.87 9948.47 9543.87 9090.63
0.5 10000.00 8842.00 7587.50 6429.50 5175.00 9949.47 9092.67 8187.00 7282.30 6377.30 9949.50 9393.83 8790.13 8186.13 7583.03 9948.47 9694.67 9393.27
0.75 10000.00 9421.00 8842.00 8263.00 7587.50 9949.47 9547.53 9092.67 8639.47 8187.00 9949.50 9694.67 9393.83 9092.40 8790.13 9948.47 9847.47 9694.67
0 
1 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9948.47 9948.47 9948.47
0 10000.00 8263.00 6429.50 4596.00 2762.50 9949.47 8639.47 7282.30 5924.60 4567.03 9949.50 9092.40 8186.13 7280.77 6375.87 9948.47 9543.87 9090.63
0.25 10000.00 8649.00 7298.00 5947.00 4596.00 9852.97 8865.83 7886.30 6905.47 5924.60 9694.67 9092.40 8488.03 7884.10 7280.77 9543.87 9318.17 9090.63
0.5 10000.00 9131.50 8263.00 7298.00 6429.50 9688.47 9092.67 8489.60 7886.30 7282.30 9393.83 9092.40 8790.13 8488.03 8186.13 9090.63 9090.63 9090.63
0.75 10000.00 9614.00 9131.50 8649.00 8263.00 9547.53 9318.07 9092.67 8865.83 8639.47 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 8638.40 8863.93 9090.63
0.25 
1 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 9393.60 9547.53 9688.47 9852.97 9949.47 8790.13 9092.40 9393.83 9694.67 9949.50 8184.67 8638.40 9090.63
0 10000.00 8842.00 7587.50 6429.50 5175.00 9949.47 9092.67 8187.00 7282.30 6377.30 9949.50 9393.83 8790.13 8186.13 7583.03 9948.47 9694.67 9393.27
0.25 10000.00 9131.50 8263.00 7298.00 6429.50 9688.47 9092.67 8489.60 7886.30 7282.30 9393.83 9092.40 8790.13 8488.03 8186.13 9090.63 9090.63 9090.63
0.5 10000.00 9421.00 8842.00 8263.00 7587.50 9393.60 9092.67 8791.70 8489.60 8187.00 8790.13 8790.13 8790.13 8790.13 8790.13 8184.67 8486.63 8788.80
0.75 10000.00 9710.50 9421.00 9131.50 8842.00 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 8186.13 8488.03 8790.13 9092.40 9393.83 7278.67 7883.77 8486.63
0.5 
1 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 8791.70 9092.67 9393.60 9688.47 9949.47 7583.03 8186.13 8790.13 9393.83 9949.50 6372.73 7278.67 8184.67
0 10000.00 9421.00 8842.00 8263.00 7587.50 9949.47 9547.53 9092.67 8639.47 8187.00 9949.50 9694.67 9393.83 9092.40 8790.13 9948.47 9847.47 9694.67
0.25 10000.00 9614.00 9131.50 8649.00 8263.00 9547.53 9318.07 9092.67 8865.83 8639.47 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 9092.40 8638.40 8863.93 9090.63
0.5 10000.00 9710.50 9421.00 9131.50 8842.00 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 9092.67 8186.13 8488.03 8790.13 9092.40 9393.83 7278.67 7883.77 8486.63
0.75 10000.00 9903.50 9710.50 9614.00 9421.00 8639.47 8865.83 9092.67 9318.07 9547.53 7280.77 7884.10 8488.03 9092.40 9694.67 5920.43 6901.13 7883.77
0.75 
1 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 8187.00 8639.47 9092.67 9547.53 9949.47 6375.87 7280.77 8186.13 9092.40 9949.50 4561.20 5920.43 7278.67
0 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.47 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9949.50 9948.47 9948.47 9948.47
0.25 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 9393.60 9547.53 9688.47 9852.97 9949.47 8790.13 9092.40 9393.83 9694.67 9949.50 8184.67 8638.40 9090.63
0.5 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 8791.70 9092.67 9393.60 9688.47 9949.47 7583.03 8186.13 8790.13 9393.83 9949.50 6372.73 7278.67 8184.67
0.75 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 8187.00 8639.47 9092.67 9547.53 9949.47 6375.87 7280.77 8186.13 9092.40 9949.50 4561.20 5920.43 7278.67
1 
1 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 10000.00 7584.37 8187.00 8791.70 9393.60 9949.47 5168.50 6375.87 7583.03 8790.13 9949.50 2748.30 4561.20 6372.73
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4.1 Standardization increase 
When using the scenarios with a standardization level of zero as a comparison basis, an 
analysis of Tables 4, 5, and 6 reveals the same behavior:   
• Below the diagonal that goes from BM = 1, U = 0 to BM = 0, U = 1 (Figure 4), the total 
backlog values decrease 76% of the time, remains the same 18% of the time, and 
increase 6% of the time. These results are explained by the fact that the U, BM and S 
values tend to the alignment conditions of a 100% inventory-oriented demand 
fulfillment strategy (U = 0, BM = 0, S = 1). 
• Within the diagonal, the total backlog values decrease 24% of the time, remains the 
same 52% of the time, and increase 24% of the time.  
• Above the diagonal, the total backlog values decrease 6% of the time, remains the same 
18% of the time, and increase 76% of the time. These results are explained by the fact 
that the U and BM values tend to the alignment conditions of a 100% capacity-oriented 
demand fulfillment strategy (U = 1, BM = 1), but the S values are moving away (S = 0). 
 
u = 0 u = 0.25 u = 0.5 u = 0.75 u = 1 
s s s s s 
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Fig. 4. Standardization increase 
4.2 Flexibility increase 
When using the scenarios with a flexibility level of zero as a comparison basis, an analysis of 
Tables 4, 5, and 6 reveals the same behavior:  
• Below the diagonal, the total backlog values decrease 76% of the time, remains the same 
18% of the time, and increase 6% of the time. These results are explained by the fact that 
the U, BM, and F values tend to the alignment conditions of a 100% capacity-oriented 
demand fulfillment strategy (U = 1, BM = 1, F = 1). 
• Within the diagonal, the total backlog values decrease 24% of the time, remains the 
same 52% of the time, and increase 24% of the time.  
• Above the diagonal that goes from BM = 1, U = 0 to BM = 0, U = 1 (Figure 5), the total 
backlog values decrease 6% of the time, remains the same 18% of the time, and increase 
76% of the time. These results are explained by the fact that the U and BM values tend 
to the alignment conditions of a 100% inventory-oriented demand fulfillment strategy 
(U = 0, BM = 0), but the F values are moving away (F = 0).  
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Fig. 5. Flexibility increase 
4.3 Uncertainty and business model increase  
When using (as a comparison basis) the total backlog values of the scenarios with 
uncertainty and business model equal to 0, we found that higher (or equal) total backlog 
values are found more frequently than lower values when there is a mismatch between the 
level of demand uncertainty present and the business model used to cope with it (lower left 
quadrant and upper right quadrant of Figure 6). An interesting fact is the role played by 
uncertainty in this mismatch: when uncertainty is low, 100% of the time higher (or equal) 
total backlog values are found (lower left quadrant of Figure 6). But when uncertainty is 
total then lower total backlog values can be found (lower right quadrant of Figure 6). This 
suggests that as the level of uncertainty increases, lower total backlog values are to be found 
(independently of the level of business model used).  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of scenarios, uncertainty and business model values increase 
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In fact, when using the scenarios with a business model level of zero as a comparison basis, 
an analysis of Tables 4, 5, and 6 reveals the same behavior: within the same level of 
uncertainty, all the different business model levels (i.e. bm = 0, 0.25, 0.5, etc.), present the 
same the total backlog values behavior. In this way, for an uncertainty level of: 
• 0; total backlog values decrease 0% of the time, remain the same 36% of the time, and 
increase 64% of the time. 
• 0.25; total backlog values decrease 32% of the time, remain the same 16% of the time, 
and increase 52% of the time. 
• 0.5; total backlog values decrease 40% of the time, remain the same 20% of the time, and 
increase 40% of the time. 
• 0.75; total backlog values decrease 52% of the time, remain the same 16% of the time, 
and increase 32% of the time. 
• 1.0;  total backlog values decrease 64% of the time, remain the same 36% of the time, 
and increase 0% of the time. 
4.4 Total backlog values frequency 
When the values of Tables 4, 5, and 6 are classified according to the frequency a value 
appears within certain range, we found that: 
• The distribution of the values is symmetrical (for the most part). This behavior has to do 
with the assumption that there is a continuum betwen the contributions made to 
demand fulfillment, by the inventory and the capacity strategies, Equations (1) and (2).  
Total backlog values can be obtained through different combinations of u, bm, s, and f 
(Table 7), i.e. eight total backlog values in the range of 2,000 – 3,000. 
 
Value range frequency frequency %
10000+ 62 9.76 
9000-10000 314 50.4 
8000-9000 134 21.6 
7000-8000 52 8.32 
6000-7000 26 4.16 
5000-6000 16 2.56 
4000-5000 12 1.76 
2000-3000 8 1.28 
0-1000 2 0.16 
 
Table 7. Total backlog values frequency 
4.5 Implications for the automotive SC partner 
As the level of uncertainty can not be controlled by the automotive SC partner, this last has to 
focus in adjusting the levels of standardization and/or flexibility rather than in adjusting the 
level of business model: while a total match between the business model used an the level of 
uncertainty present is not a guarantee of 100% lower total backlog values, neither a total 
mismatch guarantee 100% higher total backlog values. In fact, [38] reports that the 
standardization of a small number of semi-finished products resulted in a large reduction in 
the average lead times and with this, the increasing of volume of customer orders that can be 
processed during a certain period of volatile demand. If we take into account that a business 
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model can be understood in terms of its level of customer feedback [23], i.e. all the activities in 
a pure MTO environment are driven by customer’s information (so uncertainty of what to do 
next, when to do it, and for how long to do it, is at its maximum), then further research is 
called in the area of optimum customer feedback (that is, the level of customer feedback 
information with the least cost that allows the maximum reduction of the total backlog value).  
A second implication is related to the frequency of the total backlog values: the automotive 
SC partner should follow and adaptive strategy in the management of its operations, as the 
same total backlog values can be obtained through different combinations of uncertainty, 
business model, standardization, and flexibility. Therefore, it is necessary to not only 
determine the optimum level customer feedback (as proposed earlier), but also the range of 
matchness (between uncertainty and the business model used) that would allow achieving a 
high frecuency of lower total backlog values, in the event of dealing with a high varying 
environment.  
5. Conclusions 
Manufacturing enterprises are pressured to shift from the traditional MTS to the MTO 
production model, and at the same time, compete against each other as part of a SC, in order to 
respond to changes in the customers’ demands. As the decisions taken at the strategic level of 
the SC have a deep impact at the operational level of the manufacturing organization, it 
becomes necessary the alignment of activities, from the strategic level through the 
operational level. The objective of this paper was to quantitatively evaluate the impact of such 
alignment of the total backlog value of a manufacturing organization. For this reason, an 
analytical expression was derived a system dynamics (SD) simulation model was developed 
and tested under different scenarios (in order to collect statistical data regarding total backlog). 
The usefulness of the analytical expression was illustrated via a case study of an automotive 
SC partner and conclusions were derived regarding actions to improve its demand fulfillment 
capability. This research effort acknowledges that the misalignment between the strategic and 
operational levels creates an obstacle to demand fulfillment: the bigger the misalignment is, 
the bigger the obstacle to achieve the demanded volume will be. This idea resembles the 
concept of structural complexity proposed by [39], whom states that a high level of complexity 
in the structure of a production system (i.e. the number of operations and machines present in 
the routing sheets of a product family), has the effect of building obstacles that impedes the 
process flow. Future research will explore this venue and also, the use of a simulation-by-
optimization approach (that is, finding out values of the decision variables which optimize a 
quantitative objective function under constraints). 
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